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General Comment

Here is a new comment from the Web.

Comment

Choose Form
Amend §3.65, Critical Designation of Natural Gas Infrastructure
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Comments concerning proposed rulemakings
Some years ago, when I contacted the the commission regarding the
terrible gas contracts that were then (and still are) in place with the
monopoly gas gathering systems, I was told by Commissioners and
staff that our "piddling" amount of gas that we produce in District
10 did not warrant their attention. Now, this same "piddling"
amount of gas is "critical infrastructure". During the great freeze-up
of a couple of years ago, we lost very little production from our
relatively small (less that 250 mcfd) wells until GAS PIPELINE
PRESSURE ROSE AS A RESULT OF PLANT FAILURES. We cannot
sell gas into high pipeline pressure at any time. The pipelines are so
old, and have such poor maintenance, that the pipelines themselves
place pressure limiting devices on our lines to prevent any gas sales
when line pressure is too high. "Citical Infrastructure" begins at the
plant, not and the many small wells that feed it. You do not have the
people nor the expertise to administer the kind of micro-managed
weatherization program that has been proposed. Please exclude gas
wells producing less than 250 mcfd since they are not likely to be in
compliance anyway and you will just make an administrative
nightmare for all concerned with no likelihood of a positive result
for anyone except some new-hires at the RRC. John Bozeman
Perryton Texas
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